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Broad functional genomic studies call for comprehensive and powerful data repositories for storage

of genome sequences, experimental information, protein identification data, protein properties and

expression values. The better such data repositories can integrate and display complex data in a clear

and structured way the more biologically meaningful conclusions or novel hypotheses can be derived

from extensive omics data sets. This work presents the web accessible database system Protecs and

how it was used to support analysis of 50 samples drawn from four Staphylococcus aureus cultivations

under anaerobiosis. Protecs incorporates findings from visualization science, e.g. micro charts and

heat maps in the user interface. Its integrated tools for expression data analysis in combination with

TIGR Multi Experiment Viewer were used to highlight similar gene expression profiles in single or

multiple experiments based on the continuously updated S. aureus master gel. Raw data analysis

results are available online at www.protecs.uni-greifswald.de. Our meta-study revealed that S. aureus
responds in different anaerobiotic experimental setups (growth without oxygen; growth without

oxygen but with supplemental pyruvate and uracil; growth without oxygen but with NO�3 ; growth

without oxygen but with NO�3 and without functional nreABC genes) with a general anaerobiosis

response. Among others, this response is characterized by an induction of fermentation enzymes

(PflB, Ldh1, SACOL0135, SACOL0660) as well as the response regulator SrrA. Interestingly, espe-

cially genes with a high codon adaptation index highly overlap with anaerobically induced genes.
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1 Introduction

Omics research opens up a global view on cell performance

and physiology and calls for fully integrated data reposi-

tories, which store data and, even more importantly, make

them available to the scientific community and to the public

at large.

Especially in the publicly accessible sector, strong efforts

enabled researchers to access data collections of general use.

This started with first sequence and publication directories

like GenBank [1, 2], PubMed [3, 4] or UniProt [5, 6].

in recent years, more and more specialized databases

complement the information that is provided by the general

ones. Influenced by the high throughput sequencing and

functional characterization efforts, which started in the mid-

1990s, databases regarding specialized data sets of distinct

properties of biological objects became accessible. Among
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them, databases for 3-D structures of proteins (PDB) [7, 8],

horizontally transferred genes in prokaryotes (HTG-DB)

[9, 10] as well as specific databases summarizing all aspects

of biological entities of one species or a related set of species

(e.g. databases of the Genolist family [11]) have been devel-

oped. The annual database January issue of Nucleic Acid
Research regularly reviews these developments [12].

Initially, Protecs was planned for the species-centric

representation of omics data related to specific physiological

contexts for the gram-positive model bacteria Staphylococcus
aureus and Bacillus subtilis. Protecs is the direct successor of

Sub2D and Staph2D [13–15], established in the mid-1990s to

disseminate the master gel information from 2-D gel-driven

proteome research via WWW to interested researchers [16].

A short time after the initiation of Sub2D and Staph2D, it

became obvious that the relatively simple data model of the

original system needed a refurbishment to fulfill the needs

of modern omics research. Lab book (experiment), genomic,

transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolic information need

to be stored and linked to each other for keeping an overview

on the resulting complexity of data (for a simplified data

model, see Supporting Information Fig. S1). Besides

maintaining and storing data, such a system has to inter-

connect the data with external databases. Therefore, Protecs

complies with the rules for establishing federated database

systems [17].

Protecs is a powerful tool for (i) archiving, (ii) managing,

(iii) linking, (iv) presenting and (v) analyzing omics data

collections. Within Protecs, these data can be updated on the

fly with incoming data or analyzed with new analysis tools

and techniques. These functions not only allow linking of

‘‘old’’ experiments with newer ones or with subsequently

generated complementing findings, but are also crucial to

be prepared for future challenges. As an example, in the

recent years, we were especially interested in stress-related

responses on the transcriptome or proteome level in

S. aureus [14, 18–22]. Protecs can now help us to determine

the expression pattern of, for example, ‘‘housekeeping

proteins’’ constitutively expressed regardless of the nature of

the stressing agent. Only the combination of data from

different experimental conditions yields a core set of

proteins necessary for the survival of the organism in

general. A review of ‘‘older’’ experimental data and their

complementation by new findings, e.g. new identifications

of protein spots on the master gel, can greatly enhance the

impact and scientific significance of the analyzed data.

Furthermore, the interlinked analysis of different experi-

mental projects as supplied by Protecs allows the definition

of stimulons and regulons at a higher level of coverage.

To demonstrate this, we complemented data from anae-

robiosis-related proteomic projects published previously

[23, 24] with a high amount of extended S. aureus master gel

protein identification data (unpublished data). Protein

synthesis data of S. aureus belong to samples grown in the

presence of oxygen or nitrate as terminal electron acceptors or

under fermentative conditions [23] with and without pyruvate

and uracil [25]. Since S. aureus also faces low oxygen avail-

ability when invading different tissues [26] (e.g. anaerobic

conditions were found in abscesses [27]), the results are

potentially relevant with respect to pathogenic mechanisms.

In this study, we show how Protecs integrates complex

data to comprehensively characterize omics data sets both

on a global and on a single-gene (product) level across

several experimental setups and thus helps to understand

the physiological adaptations of S. aureus during the tran-

sition from aerobic to different oxygen-limited conditions.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Caché and Caché Server Pages

Caché and Caché Server Pages form the technical backbone

of Protecs. Caché is an object database management system

established by Intersystems and is based on a post-relational

data model [28]. It provides object and SQL access to the

database, as well as allowing direct manipulation of Caché’s

underlying data structures (http://www.intersystems.com/

cache/index.html). It is widely used in biomedical environ-

ments.

Internally, Caché stores data in multidimensional arrays

capable of carrying hierarchically structured data. Caché is

based on MUMPS database programming language and

includes Multivalue data access (aka PICK). In most appli-

cations, however, object and/or SQL access methods are used.

Caché ObjectScript, Caché Basic or T-SQL are used to

develop the application business logic. External interfaces

include native object binding for C11, Java, EJB, ActiveX

and .NET. Caché supports JDBC and ODBC for relational

access as well as XML and web services.

Caché Server Pages technology allows tag-based creation

of web applications that dynamically generate web pages,

typically using data from a Caché database.

2.2 Protecs

Protecs establishes the appropriate bioinformatics infra-

structure for functional genomic environments on top of

Caché. Besides data storage and data administration,

methods for global data analysis and data integration have

been adapted or developed. Protecs stores data on (i)

genome level, (ii) RNA level, (iii) protein level and (iv)

metabolites for different species and a variety of experi-

mental and physiological conditions. Furthermore, data on

(v) protein localization, (vi) on regulatory interactions and

(vii) on the experimental setup can be stored.

File interfaces allow the export and import of data to and

from external applications, e.g. TIGR Multi Experiment

Viewer (TMEV). Moreover, Delta2D, a software for the

analysis of 2-D electrophoresis gels [29], can directly work as

a Protecs client in a bi-directional way. For web-based
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outputs, different Java applets visualize 2-D gel as well as

DNA array data. Human as well as machine- or software-

based interaction with Protecs has been made available by

web, database and several software interfaces.

2.3 Data visualization

Data visualization for multidimensional data sets poses the

challenge of representing vast amounts of gene (product)

and expression data in an easily understandable and

amenable manner but without losing informational content.

With the aim of using minimal screen space, we imple-

mented web pages that dynamically create heat maps [30]

and minimalistic micro charts [31] from the underlying data

of interest (see also Section 3). For a contextual interpreta-

tion of numeric gene/protein parameters, we decided to use

micro chart-based histograms.

2.4 Strains and growth conditions

S. aureus COL wild-type and a derived nreABC mutant strain

have been used in all experiments (Table 1). Cells were grown

in synthetic medium until oxygen limitation was imple-

mented [24] at an optical density of 0.5 at 500 nm. At this

point, reference sample t0 was harvested. Additional

sampling points were 10, 20, 30 and 60 min anaerobiosis and

an aerobically grown control (60 min aerobiosis). For a more

detailed description of cultivation and experimental setups

(see references in Table 1).

2.5 Radioactive labeling and 2-DE

Newly synthesized proteins were pulse labeled by incor-

poration of 35S-methionine. 2-D SDS-PAGE was used to

separate intracellular proteins. Gels were dried and detected

by using a phosphorimager (Typhoon, GE, Freiburg,

Germany) as described earlier [23]. Resulting images and

detailed information on cultivation, sampling and technical

parameters are provided at Protecs (www.protecs.

uni-greifswald.de).

2.6 Spot detection

For all the experiments, spot detection and quantitation was

updated according to the spot modeling approach [29]

implemented in Delta2D since version 3.6. The resulting

spot consensus patterns were manually optimized using

Delta2D’s spot editing tool within each experiment and then

transferred to each gel of the corresponding experimental

sampling series. This procedure ensures 100% spot

matching. Spots covering more than one identification label

are indicated in the quantitation tables (Supporting Infor-

mation Tables S1–S4).

2.7 Protein identification and update

Proteins were identified by MS as described previously [23].

Briefly, spots were cut from gels and were transferred onto

96-well microtiter plates. Digestion with trypsin and subse-

quent spotting of peptide solutions onto the MALDI targets

were performed by an Ettan Spot Handling Workstation (GE

Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). MALDI-TOF-MS analyses

of spotted peptide solutions were carried out on a Proteome-

Analyzer 4700 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

Spectra were recorded in reflector mode (mass range:

900–3700 Da). After calibration, peak lists were created

using the ‘‘peak to MASCOT’’ script of the 4700 Explorer

software. Peak lists were analyzed by using the MASCOT

search engine (Matrix Science, London, UK), GPMAW 4.1

(Lighthouse data). Peptide mixtures that yielded at least

twice a Mowse score of at least 50 and a sequence coverage

of at least 30% were regarded as positive identifications.

Proteins that failed to exceed the 30% sequence coverage

cut-off were subjected to MALDI-MS/MS. Identification

results were integrated into a master gel with 677 identified

spots, which was used for spot identification on all other

images of the performed experiments.

Table 1. Experimental parameters

Experiment Strain Supplementsa) Stressor Reference

A Fermentation COL – Oxygen limitation [23]
B Fermentation (supplemented with

uracil and pyruvate)
COL Uracil (5 mg/L)b)

sodium pyruvate
(2.5 mg/L)b)

Oxygen limitation this work

C Nitrate respiration (NO�3
supplementation)

COL Nitrate (8 mM) Oxygen limitation [23]

D DnreABC background (NO�3
supplementation)

COL DnreABC Nitrate (8 mM) Oxygen limitation [24]

a) Cells were cultivated in synthetic medium as described previously [23].
b) According to [25].
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Six hundred and seventy-seven spot labels (identifica-

tions) were manually transferred from the master gel to the

experiment-specific fusion gel (proteome maps; [32]).

Transferred spot labels were inspected and corrected if

necessary. By this approach, 599 (fermentation), 527

(fermentation in the presence of uracil and pyruvate), 542

(nitrate respiration) and 566 (anaerobic growth of the

DnreABC mutant) spot labels were successfully recovered in

single experiments. In total, 465 expression profiles covering

all experiments were considered.

In some cases, warping-based spot identification fails due

to non-affine variations in spot positions. Involved spots had

to be re-identified. If this was not possible, corresponding

parts of expression profiles are indicated by empty cells

within heat maps (101 expression profiles). Spot identifica-

tion information of single experiments as well as Delta2D-

based spot consensus patterns were uploaded to Protecs.

They are publicly available by accessing the corresponding

gel images (www.protecs.uni-greifswald.de).

2.8 Quantitation and statistical analysis

For quantitation, grey level integration within the spot

boundaries of the spot consensus patterns was performed. For

statistical analysis, we used Delta2D’s relative spot quantita-

tion data, which were normalized with respect to the total spot

intensity of each gel. Expression values were standardized.

This means expression profiles were made comparable by

mean centering and variance scaling. Normalization and

standardization was applied for every individual experiment.

Further statistical analysis was performed with TIGR MeV 4.3

[33]. Clustering of samples and expression profiles was

performed with Support Trees [34]. Generally, we used

Bootstrapping to resample protein intensities and samples.

Hierarchical clustering was performed by using complete

linkage and Euclidean distance.

Statistically significantly changed spot quantities within

expression profiles were determined by using one-way

ANOVA within each experiment [35]. We used the non-para-

metric version based on a permutation test (1000 permuta-

tions) and an uncorrected alpha of 0.1. At least two biological

replicates of each sampling time points were grouped. For the

30-min sampling point at fermentation (supplemented with

uracil and pyruvate), one replicate experiment failed and was

not available. Therefore, this time point was excluded from

statistical analysis within the experiment. Proteins that show at

least a 2.5 fold induction or repression are listed in Supporting

Information spot Tables S1–S8.

Additionally, changes of expression level with respect to

the unstressed sample at OD 0.5 were tested for each single

time point with a T-Test [36–38] using Welch approximation

of group variance and an uncorrected alpha of 0.1 based on

all possible permutations. For an overall characterization of

samples, PCA [39] was used.

3 Results

3.1 Database usage, setup and key contents

Protecs allows the integration of genomic information with

descriptions of experimental setups and the corresponding

transcriptome, (2-D gel-based) proteome and metabolome data.

3.1.1 Protecs URL, accessibility and entry page

Protecs is accessible via www.protecs.uni-greifswald.de.

Directly from the entry page, public access (link ‘‘public

Figure 1. Homepage of Protecs. Protecs is

accessible by using a web browser via

www.protecs.uni-greifswald.de. By using

the public account, one can access data that

have already been published.
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user’’ for publicly available data) and restricted access for

unpublished data are possible (Fig. 1).

3.1.2 Data access rules

A fine-grained role-dependent scheme of access rights

separates data of several work groups. For every user profile,

individual views on the data and rights (parameter and topic

sheets) can be established.

3.1.3 Search and navigation

Stored information can be searched by using a search form

(see Supporting Information Fig. S2). Queries can be

restricted to single organisms or even strains. Experimental

data (access via the cyan colored field in the navigation bar)

are structured in a hierarchy that can be used to navigate,

e.g. from an experimental setup (cultivation) to a specific

sample or replicate.

3.1.4 Data import

Parsers import data from various sources (EMBL, GenBank

UniProt) into the corresponding database sections.

Due to the flexible Caché-based data model that can be

changed in runtime additional data tables referring to gene

names/gene IDs can be imported directly via a web inter-

face. It supports binary (1/�; 0/1; yes/no), numeric (1; 2.1;

3.7), string lists (intracellular; membrane bound; extra-

cellular), internet links or free text (e.g. gene ontology defi-

nitions) and simplifies the extension of the data model for

annotations.

2-D gel-based proteomic data can be imported by using

the Delta2D (DECODON, Greifswald, Germany [29]) project

upload wizard which associates gel image files, spot

consensus data, spot quantities and spot identification labels

with corresponding experimental lab book information.

Similar tools are available for data import from MELANIE II

(GeneBio, Geneva, Switzerland [40]) and Decyder (GE).

3.1.5 Data export

Raw data (gel/array images, primary quantitative data) can be

downloaded in �.gel or �.tiff formats. The export features also

include the extraction of array layout files as well as raw 2-D

gel images in combination with xml-based spot boundary and

spot identification files. Delta2D project structures for 2-D-

based proteome analysis containing raw gel image data and

derived information can be directly retrieved from Protecs for

further analysis. For the export of gene expression data to

third party statistics packages, Protecs supports html tables

and tables in �.csv file format. For a data export in ‘‘mini-

mum information about a proteomics experiment’’ (MIAPE)

[41] or ‘‘minimal information about microarray experiments’’

(MIAME) [42] compliant formats, an appropriate JAVA

program was developed (usage is possible upon request).

3.1.6 Storage of sequence data

Protecs includes an archive for sequence data and sequence-

based gene/protein parameters, allowing the direct, inte-

grative interconnection of sequence- and non-sequence-

based information. Staphylococcus aureus COL DNA

sequence data in Protecs are based on the current GenBank

chromosome and plasmid entries [43] including start and

end positions of sequence features, gene (product) names

and comments. Open reading frames predicted by TIGR or

UniProt that were missing in or differing from the

GenBank prediction were added manually (e.g. clpC).

Protecs presents genome sequence-related information on

the gene and protein pages as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 Specific database features

3.2.1 Codon adaptation index

The sequence-derived codon adaptation index (CAI) deter-

mines how well a gene sequence concurs with the codon

usage of an organism. CAI values have been calculated on

the basis of all genes or only the genes of the translational

machinery as reference sets by using the algorithms favored

by Eyre-Walker [44, 45] and Sharp and Li [46, 47].

Genes that play an important role in the survival and

adaptation of an organism are likely to have a high CAI to

ensure rapid translation in response to frequently occurring

stimuli. Analysis of the top 100 genes with respect to CAI in S.
aureus revealed that most of the corresponding gene products

are involved in protein synthesis (Fig. 3). As expected, many of

these genes encode ribosomal proteins. Other genes are rela-

ted to fermentation and energy metabolism. For instance,

three of four pyruvate dehydrogenase genes were found

(CAIPdhA 5 0.79, CAIPdhB 5 0.83, CAIPdhC 5 0.76 was not

among top 100, CAIPdhD 5 0.81). Genes encoding pyruvate

formate lyase (CAIPflB 5 0.84), acetate/propionate kinase

(CAIAckA 5 0.8) and, interestingly, tagatose 1,6-bisphosphate

aldolase (CAILacD 5 0.83) also show very high CAIs. Notably,

virulence factors such as SsaA (CAISsaA 5 0.8) and AgrD

(CAIAgrD 5 0.82) are also encoded by highly codon-adapted

genes (CAIs are given according to Eyre-Walker; ribosomal

proteins served as reference set).

3.2.2 Replication-associated gene dosage

During exponential growth and ongoing replication,

a part of the S. aureus genome may appear di- or
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polyploidicly [48]. The copy number of genes depends

on their distance to the chromosomal origin of

replication. The absolute and relative distance

between oriC and terminus of replication as well

as the number of gene copies is given at Protecs’ gene

page.

3.2.3 Additional gene/protein parameters

Zhang and Lin [49] and Zhang et al. [50] summarized data

from gene essentiality analyses [51, 52] in DEG, the database

of essential genes, whose information for S. aureus was

integrated into Protecs along with data on horizontally

BA

Figure 2. Protecs Gene/Protein Entry.

Each gene/protein entry in Protecs

contains a general gene/protein

description, a variety of sequence

derived parameters, regulatory data,

several cross-references (x-references)

to other data sources and the DNA/

protein sequences. Columns A and B

distinguish gene- (A) and protein-

related (B) data.
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transferred genes [10]. Probably, highly expressed [53] and

co-directionally replicated and transcribed genes are tagged

correspondingly.

Some only protein-related parameters were included into

Protecs, e.g. GRAVY [54] and aromaticity index [55] as well as

the predicted pI [56, 57] and molecular weight. They are useful

for a theoretical prediction whether and where a protein will

appear in a 2-D gel [58]. Furthermore, the number of codons,

free energy (kJ) per amino acid and probable number of

transmembrane helices calculated by SOSUI [59] and

TMHMM [60] are shown. Tags indicating whether a protein

was found in the membrane fraction (based on 1-D SDS gels

or on liquid 2-D LC-MS) (Becher, personal communication),

lipoprotein prediction data, predictions of export signals

(SignalP) [61], predicted localizations in a defined cell

compartment by PSORT [62, 63] and predictions whether a

protein is localized in the membrane by SOSUI complement

the protein information (Fig. 2).

To support interpretation of distinct, especially numeric

parameter values of genes/proteins (e.g. CAI, gene dosage,

GRAVY, pI, MW, etc.), a histogram-based representation of

the entirety of all values with the highlighted individual

value was implemented. This was done according to Tufte’s

[31] micro charts approach and is illustrated in Supporting

Information Fig. S3. Micro charts have been developed to

visualize data within text lines. For this purpose, a chart has

been simplified to the minimal set of information, which is

necessary for understanding the data. The presentation of

comprehensive histograms enables the recognition of single

gene/protein parameters in the context of the entirety of

these parameters for all genes/proteins.

3.2.4 Gene and protein regulatory data

Gene and protein pages have been complemented by

information on gene neighborhood (Fig. 2) and predicted

association with operons (VIMSS [64, 65]), including

intergenic distance, interspecies gene neighborhood score

and the probability of an adjacent gene pair to be part of the

same operon. Data from 32 global transcriptome and

proteome studies (Table 2) were reviewed and included.

3.2.5 X-references

A general link constructor may cross-reference each gene

and protein entry to a variety of other specialized or general

data sources (Tables 3 and 4, x-references for S. aureus
enolase gene/protein–eno/Eno).

3.2.6 Gene expression data

Expression data are available on the gene and protein pages

(Fig. 2) as well as on the experimental design pages, so that

likewise the expression of a gene of interest under a variety

of stimuli or conditions or similar expression profiles within

the same experimental context can be easily studied.

The data sets were not pre-filtered and are fully accessible

and searchable by using tools integrated in the database,

enabling unlimited searches in the whole data content without

restrictions due to subjective or biased factors. For a more

detailed analysis, raw expression data can be extracted from

Protecs and analyzed with external tools (see Section 3.1.5).

Figure 3. Codon adaptation index (CAI). Pie chart summarizes

the functional categories of the top 100 highest codon-adapted

genes in S. aureus. CAI calculation is based on Eyre-Walker.

Functional categories are related to the TIGR annotation

(http://www.tigr.org) and were adapted manually.

Table 2. Regulon references

Author Regulon PMID Reference

Bischoff SigB 15205410 [66]
Cassat Agr; SarA 17005987 [67]
Cirz LexA 17085555 [68]
Dunman Agr; SarA 17384184 [69]
Herbert GraRS 17676995 [70]
Hubscher FemAB 17784943 [71]
Korem TRAP 16177293 [72]
Kuroda VraRS 12864861 [73]
Liang SaeRS 16861653 [74]
Liang ArlRS 16030243 [75]
Luong MgrA 16484201 [76]
McCallum TcaR 15126456 [77]
Michel ClpP-influenced genes 16885446 [78]
Pane-Farre SigB 16644280 [79]
Rogasch SaeRS 17079681 [80]
Said-Salim Rot 12511508 [81]
Sobral MurF 17194794 [82]
Yang CidR 16573694 [83]
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Gene/protein expression data are presented in different

ways. One of them is numeric tables (not shown) of the

original expression data. These tables are useful for the

export, e.g. to GeneSpring (Agilent) or in plain text format

for further analyses. Additionally, Protecs supports heat

map (A) representation (Supporting Information Fig. S4) of

standardized expression levels in a three-color gradient

(green: relatively low expression; black: near average

expression level; red: high expression). To avoid misinter-

pretations because of insufficient perception of color shades,

the same data can be displayed using Tufte’s [31] micro

charts (B). Spots of interest can be shown within their

corresponding gel image tiles (C).

3.2.7 Interpretation of gene expression profiles

To search similarly expressed genes/proteins, a correlation-

based approach works on standardized expression values

and can be initiated from the gene expression pages by

defining a template expression profile (hyperlink ‘‘find

similar’’). The resulting expression visualization starts with

genes/proteins that correlate best with the template of

interest and ends with inversely correlated entries. Selected

parts of this list can be inspected directly by using the KEGG

pathway mapper [84, 85] or the STRING co-occurrence tools

[86, 87].

3.2.8 Archival storage of lab book data

The storage of experimental setups is structured with a four-

level hierarchy. For bacterial cultures, the levels are defined

as follows but can be adapted for other biological objects of

interest: The organism/biological object under investigation

is represented within the 1st level. The home project (2nd

level) describes the scientific context the experiment was

designed for. The cultivation (3rd level) originates from

exactly the same bacterial culture. Sample points (4th level)

represent the result of a sampling process at a defined time

point and during an acting stimulus or treatment

(Supporting Information Fig. S5). For data storage, we

implemented the core experimental variables listed in

Table 5.

Table 4. Protein x-references for Eno

XRef Title ExtId WebLink

COG COG0148G NCBI-COG
EC fourth level point 4.2.1.11 BioCyc; Brenda; EBI-IntEnz; EC-PDB; ERGO-lite; Expasy-NiceZyme;

ExplorEnz; KEGG; NIST; PUMA2; UMBBD
EC fourth level slash 4/2/1/11 IUBMB
EC third level point 4.2.1 EBI-Intenz; EBI-PDB
GI (NCBI - GenBank) 57284304 NCBI; PUMA2; RegTransBase
LOCUS (TIGR) SACOL0842 AureusDB; BioCyc; Microbesonline
Orthologues (KEGG) K01689 KEGG-Orthologue
Pathway (KEGG) sac00010 KEGG-Pathway
Pfam Domain (KEGG) Enolase_C Pfam (Domain prediction)
Prosite Domain (Kegg) PS00164 Prosite (Domain prediction)
REF (NCBI – Protein) AAW36398 NCBI
Uniprot ID Q5HHP1 SMART (Domain Prediction); Uniprot
Alternative GI (NCBI – GenBank) 57650118 NCBI-Refseq

Table 3. Gene x-references for eno

XRef Title AccNo WebLink

COG COG0148G COG
EC fourth level point 4.2.1.11 Biocyc; BRENDA; EBI-Intenz; EBI-PDB; ERGO; Expasy-NiceZyme;

ExplorEnz; KEGG; NIST; PUMA2; UMBBD
EC fourth level slash 4/2/1/11 IUBMB
EC third level point 4.2.1 EBI-Intenz; EBI-PDB
GI (NCBI – GenBank) 57284304 NCBI; PUMA2; RegTransBase
GeneID (NCBI) 3238461 NCBI-gene
LOCUS (TIGR) SACOL0842 AureusDB; Biocyc; Microbesonline; TIGR
Pfam Domain (KEGG) Enolase_C Pfam (Domain prediction)
Prosite Domain (Kegg) PS00164 Prosite (Domain prediction)
REF (NCBI – Protein) AAW36398 NCBI
Uniprot ID Q5HHP1 SMART (Domain Prediction); Uniprot
Alternative GI (NCBI – GenBank) 57650118 NCBI-Refseq
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http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/cgi-bin/enzymes/GetPage.pl?ec_number=4.2.1.11
http://www.ergo-light.com/ERGO/CGI/fr.cgi?org=&amp;user=&amp;fr=4.2.1.11
http://www.expasy.org/cgi-bin/nicezyme.pl?4.2.1.11
http://www.enzyme-database.org/query.php?ec=4.2.1.11
http://www.genome.ad.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ec:4.2.1.11
http://xpdb.nist.gov/enzyme_thermodynamics/enzyme_compose_query.pl?EC=4.2.1.11
http://compbio.mcs.anl.gov/puma2/cgi-bin/enzyme.cgi?ec=4.2.1.11
http://umbbd.msi.umn.edu/servlets/pageservlet?ptype=e&amp;ECcode=4.2.1.11
http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/EC4/2/1/11.html
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intenz/query?cmd=SearchEC&amp;ec=4.2.1
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/databases/cgi-bin/enzymes/GetPage.pl?ec_number=4.2.1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi?db=gene&amp;id=57284304
http://compbio.mcs.anl.gov/puma2/cgi-bin/protein.cgi?id_type=NCBI_GI&amp;id=57284304
http://regtransbase.lbl.gov/cgi-bin/regtransbase?page=geneinfo&amp;db_xref_type=GI&amp;db_xref_id=57284304&amp;1=RegTransBase
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=gene&amp;cmd=Retrieve&amp;dopt=full_report&amp;list_uids=3238461
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http://biocyc.org/SAUR93062/NEW-IMAGE?type=GENE&amp;object=SACOL0842
http://www.microbesonline.org/cgi-bin/keywordSearch.cgi?type=0&amp;mapId=MAPID&amp;term=1&amp;locus=0&amp;hit=0&amp;disp=0&amp;homolog=0&amp;format=1&amp;favorites=&amp;byFavorites=0&amp;taxTyping=Type+the+first+few+letters&amp;taxId=93062&amp;keyword=SACOL0842
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3.2.9 Generation of expression profiles from

expression data

Gel-by-gel variation causes difficulties with spot to spot

matching. We and others introduced dual channel imaging

in combination with image warping [88–90] to compensate

for positional fluctuations within the spot pattern. By

introducing fusion images [32] and a project-wide spot

consensus [29, 91, 92], we were able to solve the spot

matching problem for related gel batches (Fig. 4).

For expression values from the same experiment/culti-

vation (e.g. Fig. 4, cultivation A), we are able to construct

complete expression profiles. For temporally distant

experiments (Fig. 4, comparison of cultivation A with B),

problems with spot matching may persist. In such cases, a

compensation of spot pattern variations by using image

warping sometimes is not possible. Alternatively, we applied

expression profile matching from different cultivations by

protein identification. This unique feature of Protecs is

illustrated in Fig. 4. For most identified protein spots, a

complete inter-experimental profile was recorded.

Sorting of expression profiles by similarity in inter-

experimental data sets highlights inversely expressed spots

originating from the same protein. This is because profiles

of the same protein are consecutively grouped in the

expression table, and inverse profiles are dominated by

correlating profiles of the same protein.

3.3 Applied example: Physiology of anaerobiosis in

S. aureus

Previously, adaptation of S. aureus COL to anaerobic

conditions was investigated by using a proteomic approach

[23]. In that study, 1073 different protein spots had been

detected on the gels and their expression profiles had been

determined. The synthesis of 357 protein spots was

increased under fermentation conditions, while the synth-

esis of 478 spots was repressed. However, only 66 of the

induced protein spots (18%) and 94 of the repressed protein

spots (20%) had been identified until then.

cultivations

Where am I?

inverse 
expression profiles

Pgm

with missing
sub profiles Figure 4. Inter-experimental expression

profile comparison. Inter-experimental

expression profiling in gel based proteomics

is often faced with the problem of non-

removable image distortions especially for

temporally distant gel images. Therefore,

some expression profiles can be partially

missing in multi-experiment setups (see Pkg,

the profile of the last sub profile in experi-

ment A; see Eno, the last sub profile in A).

Table 5. Available experimental features for bacterial omics
experiments in Protecs

Field Explanation

Organism Biological system under investigation

Home Project Scientific contextually related data sets
Description Free text explanation of home project

Cultivation Belong to home projects and represents the
bacterial culture

Author Experimenter
Date Date of experiment
Description Free text explanation of cultivation
Genotype Identifier
Medium Growth medium
Strain/cell

line
Identifier

Sample point Sampling event
Date Date of sampling event
Author Experimenter who took the sample
OD Value
OD-

wavelength
Wavelength of OD measurement

Temperature Value

Stimulus Causes gene expression changes
Time after

stimulus
Value

Growth phase Identifier
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In the present study, the number of identified spots was

increased and spot quantitation was improved by using

current algorithms of Delta2D 4.0 for gel fusion, spot

detection and intensive spot editing. Altogether, 1340

protein spots were detected. By using a recent reference

map (master gel) containing 677 identified protein spots

(unpublished data), 599 spot identifications were success-

fully transferred. Transfer of further 25 spot identifications

is indicated as ‘‘under reserve’’ due to high gel to gel

variation in the corresponding area (in Supporting

Information Tables S1–S5, spot labels contain question

mark).

protein synthesis unchanged
protein synthesis induced (≥ 2x)
protein synthesis repressed (≥ 2x)
protein not identified 

Glucose-6-P

F6P

Ga3P

G2P

G3P

G13bP

GapA1

Pgi

PfkA

Pgk

Pgm
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FbaA

F16bP

dhAP
TpiA

PEP

Pyk

pyruvate

Acs

Pyc

PckA

acetyl-
CoA

PdhA

PdhC
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PdhD

acetate
Pta AckA

citrate
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oxalacetate
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L
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Acetyl-CoA

Pta

acetat 

ethanol

lactate
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acetoin 

BudB

BudA1

SACOL0111

Ldh1

Ddh
IlvB

SACOL2301

SACOL0241

CO2

formate

B

Figure 5. Metabolic adaptation after oxygen limitation. Several missing expression profiles were added from the current master gel

(underlined protein names). SdhB and SdhC are out of the analytical window. AckA, acetate kinase; AcnA, aconitate hydratase; Acs,

acetyl-CoA synthetase; BudA1, a-acetolactate decarboxylase; BudB, acetolactate synthase; Ddh, D-lactate dehydrogenase (SACOL2535);

Eno, enolase; FbaA, fructose-bisphosphate aldolase; FumC, fumarate hydratase; GapA1, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase;

GlcK, glucokinase; GltA, citrate synthase; Icd, isocitrate dehydrogenase; IlvB, acetolactate synthase, large subunit, biosynthetic type; Ldh1,

L-lactate dehydrogenase; Ldh2, L-lactate dehydrogenase; Mqo1, malate:quinone oxidoreductase; Mqo2, malate:quinine oxidoreductase;

PckA, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase; PdhA, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex E1 component, subunit; PdhB, pyruvate dehy-

drogenase component E1; PdhC, pyruvate dehydrogenase component E2; PdhD, pyruvate dehydrogenase component E3; PfkA, phos-

phofructokinase; PflB, pyruvate formate lyase; Pgi, glucose-6-phosphate isomerase; Pgk, phosphoglycerate kinase; Pgm,

phosphoglycerate mutase; Pta, phosphate acetyltransferase; Pyc, pyruvate carboxylase; Pyk, pyruvate kinase; SACOL0111, acetoin

reductase; SACOL0135, alcohol dehydrogenase; SACOL0241, alcohol dehydrogenase, zinc-containing; SACOL0660, alcohol dehy-

drogenase; SACOL1749, malic enzyme, flavoprotein chain; SACOL2301, formate dehydrogenase, subunit, putative; SdhA, succinate

dehydrogenase; SdhB, succinate dehydrogenase, iron-sulfur protein; SdhC, succinate dehydrogenase, cytochrome b558 subunit; SucA,

2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase component E1; SucB, 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase component E2; SucC, succinyl-CoA synthetase,

subunit; SucD, succinyl-CoA synthetase, alpha subunit; TpiA, triosephosphate isomerase.
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The synthesis of 390 protein spots was increased during

fermentation (2-fold threshold). One hundred thirty eight of

these protein spots (35%) were identified and represent 110

different proteins The synthesis of 583 spots was repressed.

Of these protein spots, 176 (30%) were assigned to identified

spots on the master gel and represent 154 different proteins.

Summarizing this, in the present study, we assigned 179

additional proteins that were induced (75) or repressed (104)

after oxygen limitation (Supporting Information Tables S9

and S10).

3.3.1 Newly assigned expression profiles

complement data of metabolic pathways

The newly identified proteins whose synthesis is regulated

in dependence of oxygen availability provide deeper insights

into the adaptation processes to anaerobic conditions

(Fig. 5A). For instance, additional expression data for

glycolytic enzymes, the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex

and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle are now available:

component 1 of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex

(PdhA), glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (Pgi) and fructose-

bisphosphate aldolase (FbaA), components of the 2-oxoglu-

tarate dehydrogenase. Most interestingly, the E1 (SucA) and

the E2 subunit (SucB) of 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase were

induced under anaerobic conditions in S. aureus. With

respect to fermentation pathways, four additional enzymes

were identified (Fig. 5B). Accordingly, formation of D-lactate

should be increased under oxygen limited conditions as the

synthesis rate of D-lactate dehydrogenase (Ddh) was more

than 20-fold higher. Moreover, a zinc-containing alcohol

dehydrogenase (SACOL0241) was found among the anaero-

bically induced proteins. In contrast, the synthesis of acet-

oine reductase (SACOL0111) as well as phosphate acetyl-

transferase (Pta) remained unchanged under these

conditions.

3.3.2 Protecs opens up new opportunities for intra-

and inter-experimental analysis

The response of S. aureus to anaerobic growth conditions

was analyzed considering three different aspects: (i) the

influence of nitrate as an alternative electron acceptor,

(ii) the relevance of NreABC for global protein synthesis

under anaerobic conditions and (iii) the influence of pyru-

vate and uracil on anaerobic adaptation. Hence, the

anaerobiosis project consisted of four experiments: the

wild-type grown anaerobically (i) in the presence and (ii) in

the absence of nitrate, (iii) in the presence of uracil and

pyruvate, and (iv) an nreABC mutant grown anaerobically in

the presence of nitrate. All relevant experimental

parameters, gel images, protein identifications and quanti-

tation data of the different sampling points were imported

into Protecs.

3.3.3 Inter-experimental sample analysis

Individual experiments were linked inter-experimentally

via protein identifications. These inter-experimental

expression profiles were used for an overall sample analysis

by PCA. The resulting PCA plot shows the degree

of similarity of all different samples (Fig. 6). Most samples

were separated by the first principal component.

Samples that were drawn from cultures grown under aero-

bic and microaerobic conditions are localized in the left

quadrants within the 2-D PCA plot, whereas almost all

anaerobic samples appear in the right quadrants. PCA

clearly suggests that the oxygen level predominantly affects

protein expression. In contrast, the addition of nitrate

or uracil and pyruvate had no general effect on the

synthesis pattern, as the corresponding samples were not

separated by PCA.

3.3.4 Intra-experimental sample analysis

Within individual experiments, we screened for protein

expression profiles that were significantly affected by oxygen
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O2 level

genotype supplements aerobic increasingly anaerobic
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wild type uracil, pyruvate
wild type nitrate
ΔnreABC nitrate
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PC1

Figure 6. PCA over anaerobiosis samples. Based on all detected

expression profiles, samples of the proteomics meta study have

been analyzed by PCA. The first principal component (PC1) can

be interpreted as the influence of the oxygen level on protein

synthesis pattern. In contrast, there was no further separation in

relation to supplements or genotype.
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limitation by using one-way ANOVA (TMEV). Subse-

quently, samples were clustered on the basis of significantly

changed expression profiles using Support Trees (TMEV).

Accordingly, expression profiles with highest induction

rates under aerobic conditions (‘‘aerobic cluster’’) and

those under anaerobic conditions (‘‘anaerobic cluster’’)

could be clearly distinguished (Supporting Information

Fig. S6).

Proteins of the ‘‘anaerobic cluster’’ belong to very similar

functional groups (Supporting Information Tables S5–S8).

As expected, most of these enzymes are involved in glyco-

lysis and in fermentation pathways.

The aerobic clusters (Supporting Information Tables

S5–S8) were also very similar between the individual

experiments except for cells grown in the presence

of pyruvate and uracil. Proteins with higher synthesis

rates under aerobic conditions are mainly involved in

the metabolism of nucleotides, amino acids, fatty acids and

phospholipids but also in protein repair and degradation,

translation and oxidative stress response.

3.3.5 Collecting similar expression profiles by

pattern search

Expression profiles of classical anaerobically induced

proteins like PflB, which are found in the ‘‘anaerobic

expression cluster’’ of each experiment described above, can

be used as a template for pattern searches for similarly

regulated proteins. By this way, proteins of other fermen-

tation pathways, glycolysis, isoleucine/valine biosynthesis

pathway as well as regulatory proteins (e.g. SrrA) were

retrieved. They form the anaerobiosis stimulon. Among

proteins with contrary (anti-correlating) expression profiles

(repressed under anaerobic conditions), we found several

ribosomal proteins, proteins involved in nucleotide meta-

bolism and the anti sigma factor RsbW that prevents

SigB-directed transcription.

3.3.6 Fold change analysis of selected expression

profiles

A detailed comparison of the different expression

patterns based exclusively on a fold change threshold of 2.5

was performed (Supporting Information Tables S1–S8).

As expected, synthesis rates of several protein spots repre-

senting fermentation enzymes such as alcohol dehy-

drogenase SACOL0135, formate acetyltransferase PflB and

L-lactate dehydrogenase Ldh1 were highly increased in

response to oxygen limitation. Interestingly, in the presence

of uracil and pyruvate, the observed anaerobic induction for

SACOL0135 and Ldh1 was clearly diminished. A similar

phenomenon was observed for the zinc-containing alcohol

dehydrogenase SACOL0660 (Supporting Information

Table S2). In contrast, expression of formate acetyl-

transferase is increased when pyruvate and uracil are

present under anaerobic conditions. Ldh2 synthesis was

only increased under anaerobic conditions in the wild-type

when pyruvate and uracil were not present (Supporting

Information Table S3) and in the nreABC deficient mutant

in the presence of nitrate.

Expression of the glycolytic operon encoding its own

regulator GapR, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GapA1), phosphoglycerate kinase (Pgk), triosephosphate

isomerase (TpiA), phosphoglycerate mutase (Pgm) and

enolase (Eno) was anaerobically induced; however, the

induction of several of the corresponding protein spots

failed in the presence of pyruvate and uracil.

4 Discussion

4.1 Protecs in the environment of federated

databases

Assuring public data accessibility is one of the major chal-

lenges in omics research. For genomic data, this has been

realized with general web accessible resources (e.g.

GenBank).

In the world of microbial model organisms, many

organism-specific resources providing DNA sequence

information have been set up. Among them are databases of

the GenoList family (currently containing the original data

sets from the sequencing efforts of, e.g. B. subtilis and

S. aureus) [11], several resources at TIGR (www.JCVI.org)

and Microbes Online (genomic and operon prediction

information) [64].

A couple of these sequence-oriented resources also

provide access to gene expression data. Exemplarily ‘‘Gene

expression omnibus’’ [93] complements GenBank data at

the NCBI and the array express (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/

microarray-as/ae/ [94]) at the EBI. Very recently, Microbes

Online also started to manage gene expression data of

microorganisms. Transcriptome data became available

especially due to the efforts of the data standardization

consortium for microarray data, which culminated in the

definition of the ‘‘minimal information about microarray

experiments’’ standard [42].

Recent efforts, reviewed in Nature Biotechnology [41],

reflect the work of the MIAPE consortium for the definition

of standards in the proteome software and proteome

experiment world. The protein mass spectrometric data

standard definition is almost complete. Standards for

proteome experiments and gel-based proteomics are still

under discussion. For this reason, the OpenProteomicsDB

(http://bioinformatics.icmb.utexas.edu/OPD/ [95]) mainly

stores and maintains MS-based proteomic data sets in

appropriate data formats. For the 2-D protein gel world, a

few databases are available, which are storing 2-D gel asso-

ciated spot identification data, among them Swiss2DPage

[96], 2Dbase [97], Proteome 2D Page DB [98] and others. All
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of them use proprietary data formats. For a portal of 2-D

gel-based proteome databases, see http://world-2Dpage.

expasy.org/ [99].

Standards for the metabolome world have been discussed

and partly realized within the metabolomics standards

initiative (http://msi-workgroups.sourceforge.net/) or

systems biology standards initiative [100, 101]. These stan-

dards helped to setup the databases of the MetaCyc family

whose data sets rely on genomic information and computer

generated metabolic networks [102].

Wikis are a relatively new type of data repositories that

were successfully introduced with Wikipedia – the online

encyclopedia (www.wikipedia.org). Wikis are open systems

and depend on the commitment of the public. Whether this

concept is suitable for species-related data collections will be

known for Escherichia coli (ecoliwiki.net) and B. subtilis
(http://www.subtiwiki.uni-goettingen.de/) in the near

future.

A summary view of data resources dealing with S. aureus
data can also be found on the organism homepages of

Protecs (Table 6).

As mentioned before, Protecs is for (i) archiving,

(ii) managing, (iii) linking and (iv) analyzing omics data

collections and for keeping them in an online available

status. Furthermore, Protecs provides tools for data

updating, interpretation, visualization and integration.

Protecs is used for organization of data in functional

genomics projects related to human pathogenic fungi

(Omnifung, http://www.omnifung.hki-jena.de/csp/protecs/

login.csp [103–105] and marine microorganisms (Marine2D,

http://www.marine2d.de/).

Within Protecs, organism-specific sequence data form

the basis of any expression data collection. Via experimental

information (lab book information storage) omics expres-

sion data (transcriptome and 2-D gel-based proteome) are

linked to the organism’s genome. Protecs’ strength, the

tight integration of heterogeneous data, makes it possible to

complement any gene or protein entry with expression

profiles of this gene/protein under all experimental condi-

tions that have been analyzed and stored in Protecs so far.

Vice versa, Protecs also supports the analysis of similarly

expressed genes/proteins within one experiment by using a

correlation-based grouping of expression profiles. Compared

with other databases, only Protecs was able to generate

quantitation tables based on spot identification that cover

multiple experiments, which was the basis for the presented

analysis.

For this study, different experiments were complemented

with up-to-date identification data for 677 protein spots

ensuring that the naming of all spots and numbering of

multiple spots were consistent. Comparable experimental

conditions and a similar protocol for radioactive protein

labeling simplified analyses.

Table 6. S. aureus data resources

Resource Content

AUGUR LPXTG motifs
AUGUR Signal peptides
AureusDB Protein sequence information
BioCyc Biochemical pathways
BONSAI Terminator prediction
CBS Genome information
DBD Transcription factors
EBI Gene ontology annotation
EFICAZ Enzyme classification
EMBL Genome information
G-tRNA-DB tRNAs and codon usage
GECO Genome information
Genolist Genome information
HGT-DB Horizontally transfered genes
IMG GENOME information
KEGG Biochemical pathways
MicrobesOnline Genome information
NCBI Genome information
NMPDR General information
Pedant Genome information
PSORT2.0 Localization prediction (file)
Pubmed Genome publication
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TIGR Genome information
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Figure 7. Global sample analysis for four different stimuli. Inter-

experimental sample analysis can be used to classify new

stimuli under investigation. Samples of S. aureus under 10 min

anaerobiosis (orange – microaerobiosis [23]) and 60 min anae-

robiosis (red [23]), 10 min nitric oxide stress (cyan [19]) and 10

min peroxide stress (green [22]) were analyzed by PCA. The plot

demonstrates that samples related to anaerobiosis and nitric

oxide stress were grouped together, whereas the other samples

were clearly separated due to the stimulus they were exposed to.
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4.2 A global view on S. aureus anaerobiosis

physiology supported by Protecs

In the present study, we clearly demonstrated that improved

analysis methods (spot detection, statistical analysis) help to

achieve a new quality in data interpretation for already

existing proteomic experiments. In particular, technical

advances in MS resulted in an increased proteome coverage

with many more identified protein spots. This provides a

deeper understanding of already existing experimental data

from bacteria that had been grown under defined conditions

by assigning expression profiles of so far unidentified

proteins to existing maps of metabolic pathways and regu-

latory networks.

Global data reanalysis was performed for the adaptational

network of S. aureus triggered by anaerobic conditions. For

that purpose, it was necessary to store experimental data in

accessible and updatable formats as supported by Protecs.

New spot identification data were provided by our current

master gel. Unassigned spots (see results) may be explained

due to the comparison of 35S methionine-labeled protein

synthesis patterns (snap shot of current protein synthesis)

with our fluorescence stained master gel, which represents

cumulative protein amounts until the sampling event.

Among newly identified spots, we found the E2 subunit of

the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase that is induced under

anaerobic conditions in S. aureus. This is in contrast to

E. coli, where this enzyme is regulated by ArcAB and whose

synthesis is strictly confined to high levels of oxygen [106].

Using the inter-experimental comparison approach

supported by Protecs, global analyses of samples of different

experimental origins became possible. The relatedness of

different experiments can be easily visualized by PCA. The

previously supposed similarity [19] between protein synth-

esis patterns of cells grown under fermentative conditions

and those grown anaerobically in the presence of nitrate was

impressively shown by this technique (Fig. 6). Moreover, we

have demonstrated that the presence of uracil and pyruvate

Ferm.
U&P
NO3

-

ΔnreABC

42

pI 7 4

0

Figure 8. Summary of inter-

experimental protein expres-

sion analysis. A union fusion

gel was created based on

all gels of the anaerobiosis

project by using Delta2D soft-

ware. Spots whose synthesis

was at least 2.5 times induced

within one or more individual

experiment(s) were color-

coded (see color legend).

Additional numbers distin-

guish multiple spots of the

same protein. Spots that were

identified only once are indi-

cated by an asterisk (�). Spot

colors are explained in the

color code table: circles

represent occurrence of

induction during fermentation

at the absence (Ferm.) or

presence (U&P) of uracil and

pyruvate, nitrate respiration

(NO3) and anaerobic growth

of the nreABC mutant in the

presence of nitrate (DnreABC).

Bars represent numbers of

spots induced within the

corresponding experiment(s).

Spots were labeled according

to the identification based

on the TIGR annotation

(http://www.tigr.org).
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had only minor influence on the general response of

S. aureus to oxygen limitation.

Global data analysis can benefit from collections of an

increasing number of well prepared and analyzed proteomic

experiments stored and made accessible by Protecs. In the

future, such a library of proteomic experiments may be

useful to classify protein patterns of cells that are grown

under defined or even undefined conditions. Comparative

pattern analysis with the still available anaerobiosis data

may help to pinpoint common molecular signals and

adaptation strategies, e.g. for bacteria grown in eukaryotic

cell cultures or in tissues of the host.

Moreover, the consequent use of this library can provide

new insights into the mode of action of new drugs or stimuli

simply by matching drug-influenced expression profiles

with similar protein expression profiles from well-char-

acterized conditions. The following example illustrates this

approach. Recently, NO stress in S. aureus has been shown

to induce proteins involved in fermentation pathways

rather than proteins involved in oxidative stress response

[19, 22, 107].

By using PCA to compare protein expression profiles for

oxygen limitation, peroxide stress and NO stress, this

observation, derived from a very detailed and labor-intensive

data analysis, can be confirmed. While in the PCA plot

protein expression data for anaerobic conditions and NO

stress are closely related to each other, protein expression

data for peroxide stress are clearly separated by the second

principal component (Fig. 7). This impressively shows that

PCA represents indeed a suitable tool for a very rapid

comparison of protein expression profiles of a given

experiment with that of already existing experiments to find

similar adaptational networks.

A subsequent more detailed analysis can then scrutinize

the components that determine the similarity or the differ-

ence of these experiments with the ultimate aim to define

common cellular signals. The more detailed analysis of all

protein expression profiles from anaerobic conditions and

NO�3 stress revealed a set of proteins that were commonly

induced (Fig. 8, white borders). This set of proteins includes

the alcohol dehydrogenase SACOL0135, formate acetyl-

transferase PflB, L-lactate dehydrogenase Ldh1 and the

response regulator SrrA. Interestingly, the corresponding

genes are preceded by a conserved sequence motif [23, 78],

which is similar to the binding site of Rex of Streptomyces
coelicolor [107]. The role of the Rex regulator in S. aureus was

previously unknown. Consequently, we started a detailed

functional analysis of Rex in S. aureus. At present, we know

that Rex is the main regulator for anaerobic gene expression

that directly and indirectly represses a large set of genes

involved in fermentation and anaerobic respiration by

measuring the NADH pool within the cells [108]. This

finding in turn explains the observation that genes involved

in adaptation to anaerobic conditions were induced in

S. aureus in response to NO stress. NO is known to prefer-

entially act on cytochromes. Accordingly, high concentra-

tions of NO induce a loss of respiration activity and a sudden

increase of NADH, which deactivates Rex.

4.3 Codon adaptation of anaerobiotically genes and

similarly regulated genes

A high adaptation of a gene to the preferred codon usage of

an organism ensures rapid translation. Many genes whose

products are involved in energy metabolism show high CAI

values in S. aureus. Interestingly, genes encoding the pyru-

vate dehydrogenase and fermentation enzymes such as PflB

are both among the 100 best-codon usage adapted genes.

The pyruvate dehydrogenase connects glycolysis with the

TCA cycle by converting pyruvate to acetyl-CoA accom-

panied by the reduction of NAD1. This explains its impor-

tance and exclusive expression under aerobic conditions.

The highly oxygen-sensitive PflB also uses pyruvate to

initiate the mixed acid fermentation playing an important

role during anaerobic growth. Rapid synthesis of both

enzymes is probably necessary for S. aureus to survive on the

one hand at oxygen-rich sites of mucous membranes and on

the other at oxygen-limited areas within wounds and

abscesses.

4.4 Conclusion and outlook

We demonstrated that Caché/Protecs is able to integrate

sequence-derived data, lab book and gene expression data

from the proteome level. Additionally, data from tran-

scriptome and metabolome can be handled similarly. By

using Protecs’ ability to link inter-experimental expression

profiles, we performed a combined analysis of independent

anaerobiosis experiments with S. aureus COL.

From this analysis, we were able to complement gaps in

anaerobiosis pathways by using expression data of newly

identified protein spots. Furthermore, we were able to find

that anaerobically expressed genes show high codon adap-

tation indices. While the current work was interested in the

application of Protecs to 35S-methionine-labeled protein

patterns that reflect the synthesis rate of anaerobically

induced proteins, we think about complementation of these

data on protein level (staining) and protein stability (pulse

chase labeling). Furthermore, Protecs should be able to help

with a global integrated study on proteome, transcriptome

and metabolome data.

Our study introduced Protecs as a functional genomics

data repository. As a commercial product, Protecs

can be purchased for local installation. Our freely accessible

reference installation for S. aureus-related data can be found

on the website www.protecs.uni-greifswald.de. For this

Protecs reference instance, we invite members

of the scientific community to provide us their omics

data for integration, comparative analysis and online

presentation.
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By using Protecs, metastudies are not only limited to

S. aureus but the usage of Protecs is also suitable for other

organisms. Besides S. aureus, meanwhile, we have accu-

mulated expression data for B. subtilis. Other researchers use

Protecs for proteome data storage of human pathogenic

fungi and marine microorganisms. With ongoing data

integration and the continuously growing amount of

expression data on a variety of omics fields, we hope to

establish and to improve Protecs as a powerful library of

proteome and other omics experiments that will decisively

support functional genomics studies in the future.
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